
Ms.McKeon’s students Junior Infants 

I hope that everyone is keeping safe and well. These are some ideas for the 

students that I teach for the next fortnight (5th-15th May 2020), not everything 

here may be applicable to your child so just use whatever you find helpful. 

Many resources are available online and many textbooks can be found on 

schoolbook websites eg: cjfallon, folens. Also Youtube is a great resource for 

children that like some screen time. Any activity or play that your child does 

can have a learning benefit.  

Stay well 

Ms.McKeon 

 

Mathematics 

 Counting to 10 (as often as possible, it can be a game-jumping, skipping, 

bouncing a ball, lining up toys) 

 Counting songs and rhymes 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Zi8KbgVhFc 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o38eyLfx3Ww 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D4K9oi7oBM 

 Recognising the numbers 1-10 (write them on a sheet and ask what they 

are) 

 Writing the numbers 1-10 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47yz_StRmi0 

Reading 

 Listen to a story everyday if possible, there are loads of stories available 

on youtube on storyline online if books are not available. 

 Ask your child questions about the story they have listened to or ask 

them to retell it in their own words 

 Revise the tricky words (I, the, he, she, me) 

 Revise Jolly Phonics sounds (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2HYM9VXz9k) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Zi8KbgVhFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o38eyLfx3Ww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7D4K9oi7oBM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=47yz_StRmi0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2HYM9VXz9k


Writing 

 Practice writing the students name as often as possible (outdoor chalk, 

tracing with finger on the table, in the air, using different colours etc…) 

 Remind your child about the ‘froggy fingers’ way to grip a pencil (they 

have practiced this at school, this video may help; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISmVrXHG-rY 

 practice writing the letters a, c, d, g, o, q- they all follow the same 

starting formation. 

Fine and gross motor skills 

WHOLE ARM 
This is the development of gross motor skills including the upper arm, forearm 
and shoulder. The child needs to control these as well as their fingers.Activities 
include: 

 Large painting and drawing on the floor 
 Using equipment such as rakes and brushes  
 Bouncing and throwing a ball 
 Anything that involves pushing, pulling and large arm movements 

 
WHOLE HAND 
Developing hand muscles is important for grasping actions and finger 
movements.Activities include: 

 Spooning activities 
 Using a spray bottle to water plants/paint 
 Playdoh, rolling the playdoh, using cutter etc. 
 Pouring activities, moving water from one object to another 

 

PINCHER GRIP This is using the thumb and index finger together and is used to 
pick up and move small objects. PINCER GRIP This is using the thumb, index and 
middle finger to coordinate and move objects, this is also the tripod grip used 
when holding a pencil for writing. 
Activities include for pincher and pincer: 

 Using tweezers and tongs to transfer small objects 
 Threading beads onto a lace 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISmVrXHG-rY


 Building blocks including Lego 
 Making small objects with Playdoh 

 Sorting small objects such as beads, dried beans or buttons – Easy to 
set up, choose objects that can be sorted by shape, size or colour and 
place in a bowl and then provide a tray or smaller bowls to sort them 
into. 

 Pouring from one container to another – small jugs work well for this, 
as your child gets better at this you will notice the way that they grip the 
handle of the jug changes. 

 Buckle and unbuckling and buttoning skills – anything where the child is 
practicing to buckle up or fasten buttons, zips, hook and eye. dressing 
dolls and teddy bears is good. 

 Putting coins into a money box – Kids love listening to the noise it 
makes too. For younger kids, you can get them posting things into a 
cereal box. 

 Transferring objects from one bowl to another, first with fingers then 
with pincers. Beans, beads, buttons, rice, the smaller the object the 
harder it gets! 

 Matching colours – using coloured clothes pegs and coloured cards, the 
child matches the card and peg by attaching the peg to the coloured 
card. 

 

 

http://www.jojoebi-designs.com/2007/06/sorting.html
http://www.jojoebi-designs.com/2007/07/pouring.html
http://www.jojoebi-designs.com/2008/07/back-to-practical-life-and-onto.html
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